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Abstract
We give a deterministic algorithm for counting the number of satisfying assignments of any
AC0 [⊕] circuit C of size s and depth d over n variables in time 2n−f (n,s,d) , where f (n, s, d) =
1/d
n/O(log(s))d−1 , whenever s = 2o(n ) . As a consequence, we get that for each d, there is a
1/(d+1)
NP
)
language in E
that does not have AC0 [⊕] circuits of size 2o(n
. This is the first lower
0
NP
Ω(n1/2(d−1) )
bound in E against AC [⊕] circuits that beats the lower bound of 2
due to Razborov
and Smolensky for large d. Both our algorithm and our lower bounds extend to AC0 [p] circuits
for any prime p.
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1

Introduction

In circuit complexity, we are interested in understanding the power and weaknesses of various
circuit models. This understanding can take various forms for any given circuit class C.
One indication of a deeper understanding is to be able to show lower bounds against C,
i.e., prove that some “explicit” function cannot be computed by small circuits in C. Other
indications come from efficient or at least non-trivial solutions for various meta-algorithmic
tasks involving C, such as satisfiability algorithms for C, learning algorithms for C or pseudorandom generators useful against C. There are some formal connections between lower
bounds and efficient solvability of meta-algorithmic tasks for classes C satisfying some natural
closure properties, for example, an equivalence between pseudo-random generators against C
and average-case lower bounds in linear exponential time against C [18], an implication from
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non-trivial satisfiability algorithms for C to lower bounds in non-deterministic exponential
time against C [26], and an implication from non-trivial learning algorithms for C to lower
bounds in probabilistic exponential time against C [20].
For the class of Boolean circuits in general, our understanding is very limited in these
terms. We have no super-linear lower bounds against general Boolean circuits for any explicit
function, nor do we have non-trivial solutions for any of the meta-algorithmic tasks mentioned.
The situation is far better for more restricted classes of circuits, especially circuits of constant
depth where the gates have unbounded fan-in, both with respect to lower bounds and to
meta-algorithmic questions.
In this paper, we focus on constant-depth circuits with AND, OR and PARITY gates (or
more generally, AND, OR and MODp gates for some prime p). This is a class that has been
intensively studied. Razborov [21] and Smolensky [23] showed super-polynomial size lower
bounds against this class for very simple functions such as the MAJORITY function and the
MODq function where q is a prime different from 2. As we discuss in Section 2, non-trivial
randomized algorithms for deciding satisfiability of circuits from this class are implicit in
[27, 16]. Recently, [5] gave quasi-polynomial time algorithms for learning AC0 [⊕] circuits in
the membership query model.
However, there are still several gaps in our understanding of these AC0 [⊕] circuits. With
regard to lower bounds, we still do not have tight lower bounds for functions like Majority
or MODq. The Razborov-Smolensky approximation method yields size lower bounds of the
1/2(d−1)
)
form 2Ω(n
for Majority against AC0 [⊕] circuits of depth d over n variables. The best
1/(d−1)
)
known upper bound is 2Õ(n
using a standard divide-and-conquer strategy. Closing
this quadratic gap in the exponent between upper and lower bounds has been a long-standing
open question in the complexity theory of constant-depth circuits. Note that, in contrast,
tight bounds are known up to constant factors in the exponent when only AND and OR
1/(d−1)
)
gates are allowed - Parity is known to have complexity 2Θ(n
in this simpler model
[1, 9, 29, 11].
With regard to meta-algorithmic tasks, despite the learning breakthrough of [5] mentioned
previously, the situation for pseudo-random generators (PRGs) and satisfiability algorithms
is still unclear. While we have super-polynomial worst-case lower bounds against AC0 [⊕]
circuits, we do not have good average-case lower bounds, and as a consequence, do not
have good PRGs. In the case of satisfiability algorithms, randomized algorithms improving
non-trivially over brute force search are implicit in previous work, but good deterministic
algorithms were unknown prior to this work.
Deterministic satisfiability algorithms are important for a couple of reasons. First, they
indicate an improved structural understanding of the circuit class in question, often requiring
new techniques to design. Second, they imply circuit lower bounds via the connection of
Williams [26] - such an implication is not known from randomized algorithms.3
Note that even under standard derandomization assumptions, it is unclear how to get a
non-trivial deterministic satisfiability algorithm from a non-trivial randomized satisfiability
algorithm. The reason is that derandomization inherently incurs a quadratic slowdown.
The deterministic simulation of a randomized algorithm running in time T will take time
at least T 2 when a PRG is used to do the derandomization, as the range of the PRG will
have size at least T . This quadratic slowdown is unaffordable in the parametric regime

3

One-sided error randomized algorithms, and more generally, co-non-deterministic algorithms for satisfiability for the circuit class also imply lower bounds via the result of Williams [26]. However, it is easy
to check that the previous randomized algorithms for AC0 [⊕] were two-sided error algorithms.
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under consideration here - we are interested in algorithms running in time 2n−g(n) , for some
g(n) = o(n). Hence the determinization procedure cannot be black-box, but must rather use
refined structural information about the circuit class in question.
The main result of this paper is a deterministic algorithm for counting satisfying assignments to AC0 [⊕] circuits that improves non-trivially over brute force search.
I Theorem 1 (Main theorem). The following holds for some absolute constant ε0 > 0. There
is a deterministic algorithm that given an AC0 [⊕] circuit C over n variables such that C has
1/d
depth at most d and size s ≤ 2(ε0 n) , counts the number of satisfying assignments to C in
time 2n−t where t = t(n, s, d) = n/O(log s)d−1 .
I Remark. It is easy to generalize our results to work with AC0 [Modp ] circuits for any fixed
prime p.
In terms of parameters, the savings over brute force search matches the savings in the
randomized algorithm of [14] for AC 0 circuits when the circuit size is n1+Ω(1) . Thus any
further improvement in savings in our result would give a corresponding improvement for AC0
algorithms, and moreover via the connection of Williams [26] to circuit lower bounds, a strong
improvement would give super-polynomial formula size lower bounds for non-deterministic
exponential time.
1/d
A minor caveat is that we require the circuit size to be 2O(n ) in Theorem 1, for technical
1/(d−1)
reasons. One would expect that the analysis can be extended to circuit size up to 2n
.
0
We use Theorem 1 to get better lower bounds against AC [⊕] circuits than known before
by using the connection of Williams [26]. In fact, we need a refinement of the connection
due to [4]. Our lower bound holds for a language in ENP . An intriguing open question is to
use the more refined structural information about AC0 [⊕] circuits exploited in the proof of
Theorem 1 to prove a similar lower bound for more explicit problems or even for MAJORITY.
I Theorem 2. For any positive integer d, there is a language in ENP which does not have
1/(d+1)
)
AC0 [⊕] circuits of depth d and size 2o(n
.

2

Proof Outline for the Main Theorem

Our starting point is a randomized algorithm for the problem of checking satisfiability of an
AC0 [⊕] circuit C that runs in time 2n−m where m = n/O(log s)d−1 , and s, d represent the
size, depth of C respectively (we also assume that s is suitably upper bounded, but we ignore
it in this section). This algorithm is essentially due to Williams [27] and Lokshtanov, Paturi,
Tamaki, Williams and Yu [16], though it does not appear explicitly in either of these papers.
The idea is to use a result of Razborov [21] that essentially says that small AC0 [⊕]
circuits C can be “approximated” by polynomials of small degree. More formally, there is
a randomized algorithm that, when given a circuit C of size s over n variables, produces a
(random) polynomial P ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] of degree O(log s)d−1 that agrees with the value of
a circuit C on any given input with good probability (say 0.9). Along with a fast polynomial
evaluation algorithm [25], this immediately yields an enumeration algorithm for C (i.e. an
algorithm to output the truth table of C) that runs in time poly(n)2n + poly(s), which beats
(for large enough s) the trivial algorithm that simply evaluates C on each input and hence
takes time s · 2n . Repeating the algorithm poly(n) times and taking the majority vote on
each input, we get an enumeration algorithm that works with high probability.
To obtain a randomized satisfiability algorithm that runs in better-than-brute-force time,
we use the above idea along with the “blowup-trick” [28, 6, 16]. For any a ∈ {0, 1}m , let Ca
be the circuit obtained by setting the last m variables of C to a. Note that the satisfiability
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W
of C can be computed by checking the satisfiability of C 0 = a∈{0,1}m Ca , and C 0 is a
circuit of larger size (s · 2m ) but fewer variables (n − m). We now run the enumeration
algorithm above on C 0 to check if it is satisfiable. Since the circuit is larger, the polynomial
produced has larger degree: a careful analysis reveals the degree to be m · O(log s)d−1 .
Setting m = n/Θ(log s)d−1 , we obtain a polynomial of degree  n, which can be computed
in better-than-brute-force time. Running the enumeration algorithm as above gives the
d−1
required satisfiability algorithm for C, which now runs in time 2n−n/Θ(log s) .
The above algorithm can further be modified to count satisfying assignments, by instead
P
defining C 0 = a Ca (a sum over Z) instead of using an OR. Now, an additional idea
is required since the polynomials Pa approximating each Ca are F2 -polynomials whereas
the sum is over the integers (in the satisfiability case above, the OR gate can further be
approximated by a constant-degree polynomial using an idea of Razborov [21], but this idea
is not available here). What comes to our rescue is an idea of Toda [24] and its subsequent
quantitative refinement due to Beigel and Tarui [3] which tells us that we can simulate a sum
(over Z) of K many F2 -polynomials of degree at most D as a polynomial (over Z) of degree at
2
most D log K. Using this idea, we are able to obtain a polynomial of degree
s)d−1 .
√ m · O(log
d−1
Overall, this yields an algorithm with slightly worse running time 2n− n/Θ(log s) .
A partial derandomization of these algorithms was obtained by Chan and Williams [6] in
the case that the AC0 [⊕] circuits are k-CNFs and generalized by Lokshtanov et al. [16] to
the case of ANDs of degree-k polynomials.4 Chan and Williams [6] observed that Razborov’s
random construction of polynomials could be suitably derandomized using ε-biased spaces [17].
Using this idea (and more work), it was shown that the number of satisfying assignments
to a set of degree k-polynomials in n variables could be computed in time 2n−n/Θ(k) , which
meets the running time of the satisfiability algorithm mentioned above in this special case.
However, it is unclear how to extend the ideas to the setting of general AC0 [⊕] circuits
since these results used a very special property of the randomized polynomial construction
for a single OR gate (and, dually, a single AND gate): namely, that there is a constant-degree
polynomial whose bias perfectly predicts whether the input to an OR-gate is a 1 input or a 0
input.5 Unfortunately, such a strong property is not known for general AC0 [⊕] circuits: the
best we can hope for is to construct a polynomial that with high probability, say 1 − ε, equals
the output of the circuit on any given input, but then we have to pay for this precision in
terms of the degree of the polynomial constructed. Further, it is not clear how to derandomize
this general inductive construction.
We start by derandomizing the higher-depth random polynomial construction. Once
again, ε-biased spaces play a crucial role, and we need to further use derandomized sampling
using expanders for a near-optimal derandomization. Using this along with the idea of Beigel
and Tarui√[3] would yield a deterministic algorithm for counting satisfying assignments in
d−1
time 2n− n/Θ(log s) .
d−1
However, we further improve the running time to 2n−n/Θ(log s) , matching the running
time of the randomized algorithm for checking satisfiability. The principal idea here is to
observe (by looking inside the Razborov construction) that the polynomials Pa computed for
approximating the individual circuits Ca mentioned above have a very special form: each Pa
4
5

Note that any k-clause is in particular a degree-k polynomial and hence the latter result generalizes the
former.
Briefly, the Razborov polynomial for the OR function on input bits x1 , . . . , P
xs is as follows. Choose
a1 , . . . , as ∈ F2 independently and uniformly at random and compute `(x) =
a x . Now, note that
i i i
if OR(x1 , . . . , xs ) = 1, then `(x) computes a uniformly random element of F2 and otherwise, `(x) = 0
with probability 1.
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is a majority of ` = O(m) many polynomials Pa,1 , . . . , Pa,` of degree O(log s)d−1 each. We
use this and some basic Fourier analysis of Boolean functions to write Pa as a real-valued
sum of polynomials of degree at most O(log s)d−1 ; this idea is inspired by a recent result
of Chen and Papakonstantinou [7], who use it to give an improved depth-reduction result
for constant-depth circuits with Modq gates for composite q. The advantage of doing this is
that the degree blow-up in the randomized #SAT algorithm outline above is restricted to
applying the idea of Beigel and Tarui, which means that the degree drops to m · O(log s)d−1 .
d−1
Setting m suitably, we now obtain a deterministic algorithm running in time 2n−n/O(log s) .

3

Preliminaries

We will consider polynomials
over the fields R and F2 . We identify F2 with {0, 1} in the

Pk
n
natural way. We use ≤k
to denote i=0 ni . All algorithms will be implemented in the
standard Turing machine with RAM model.
We recall that any function f : {0, 1}n → R for any commutative ring R has a unique
representation as a multilinear polynomial. Given two such polynomials representing possibly
different functions f1 and f2 , we can compute the multilinear polynomial corresponding to
their product by multiplying the polynomials f1 and f2 and “multilinearizing” by replacing
each copy of x2i by xi . In particular, this idea yields the following easy algorithm.
I Fact 3. Let R be either F2 or Z. There is a deterministic algorithm which, when given
as input multilinear polynomials f1 , . . . , ft ∈ R[x1 , . . . , xn ] (as a sum of monomials) of
P
degree d1 , . . . , dt such that i di ≤ D, computes the multilinear polynomial
corresponding

n
to the product f = f1 · · · ft . The algorithm runs in time poly( ≤D
) when R = F2 and time

n
poly( ≤D
, B) where B is the bit-complexity of the coefficients of f1 , . . . , ft when R = Z.

3.1

Polynomials over F2 and Probabilistic polynomials

I Definition 4 (Probabilistic Polynomials). We recall [21, 23] that a Probabilistic polynomial
from F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] is a random multilinear polynomial P (chosen according to some distribution) from F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ]. We say that P has degree at most D if the distribution of P is
supported on polynomials of degree at most D (or equivalently PrP [deg(P) ≤ D] = 1).
We say that P is an ε-error probabilistic polynomial for a function f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} if
for each a ∈ {0, 1}n , we have PrP [P(a) 6= f (a)] ≤ ε.

3.2

Polynomials over R and Modulus-amplification

We recall the following basic facts about writing Boolean functions as multilinear polynomials
over the the reals. See, e.g. O’Donnell [19] for proofs.
I Fact 5. Let f : {0, 1}` → {0, 1} be any Boolean function.
1. f can written as a unique real-valued linear combination
X
f (x) =
αS χS (x)
S⊆[`]

L
where χS (x) = i∈S xi (note that we interpret χS (x) ∈ {0, 1} as a real number and the
sum above is taken over R).
2. For each S, αS ∈ [−1, 1] and is moreover an integral multiple of 2−(`+1) .
3. There is a deterministic algorithm C which, given as input f (via its truth table), computes
all the above αS ’s in time 2O(`) .
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P
We also define the Fourier l1 norm of f as kf k1 = S |αS |.
The following is a useful Modulus-amplification lemma due to Beigel and Tarui [3]. This
particular version is from the work of Chan and Williams [6].
I Lemma 6 (Beigel-Tarui [3]). For every positive integer t, the degree 2t − 1 polynomial
Ft (y) ∈ Z[y] defined by

t−1 
X
t+j−1 j
t
Ft (y) = 1 − (1 − y)
y
j
j=0
has the property that for all b ∈ Z,
if b ≡ 0 (mod 2), then Ft (b) ≡ 0 (mod 2t ), and
if b ≡ 1 (mod 2), then Ft (b) ≡ 1 (mod 2t ).
Many satisfiability algorithms for circuits are based on evaluating multivariate polynomials
efficiently over grids. The following lemma can be found in, e.g., [25].
I Lemma 7 (Fast Polynomial Evaluation). There is a deterministic algorithm FPE, which
given as input a multilinear polynomial P ∈ Z[x1 , . . . , xn ] as a sum of monomials, computes
the values (P (a))a∈{0,1}n in time poly(n, B) · 2n where B is an upper bound on the bit
complexity of the coefficients of P .

3.3

Small-biased sets

We need the notion of ε-biased sets [17, 2], which are a standard tool in the derandomization
literature.

I Definition 8 (ε-biased sets [17]). For ε ∈ 0, 12 , a set S ⊆ {0, 1}n of n-dimensional vectors
is ε-biased if for all non-zero v ∈ {0, 1}n ,


1
1
Pr {hv, wi = 0 (mod 2)} ∈
− ε, + ε
w∈S
2
2
There are many explicit constructions for ε-biased sets. We use the following construction:
I Theorem 9 ([2]). There is a deterministic algorithm that, given as input n and ε ∈ (0, 1/2),
produces an ε-biased set S ⊆ {0, 1}n of size O(n2 /ε2 ). The algorithm runs in time poly(n/ε).
For any subspace W of {0, 1}n , define the indicator function 1W : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} as
1W (z) = 1 if and only if the vector z ∈ W . From an Observation in O’Donnell’s book [19],
we see that
I Observation 10 (Proposition 3.11 of [19]). Let W be a subspace of {0, 1}n and W⊥ be its
orthogonal complement such that dim(W⊥ ) = k. Then, the constant term in the Fourier
expansion of the indicator function 1W is 21k . Moreover, k1W k1 = 1.
Essentially, the proof for Observation 10 is based on the fact that a vector z ∈ W if and only
if the dot product of z with every basis vector of W⊥ is 0.
De, Etesami, Trevisan and Tulsiani [8] observed that ε-biased spaces also fool functions
with small Fourier l1 -norm.
I Lemma 11 (Lemma 2.5 of [8]). Let S be an ε-biased set. For every function f : {0, 1}n → R
we have,
E [f (y)] − E [f (x)] ≤ εkf k1

y∈S

x∼Un

where y is picked uniformly at random from S and Un is the uniform distribution over {0, 1}n .
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From Observation 10 and Lemma 11, we state the following useful corollary.
I Corollary 12. Let W be a subspace of {0, 1}n , such that the co-dimension of W is k and
let S be an ε-biased set. Then


1
1
−
ε,
+
ε
Pr {x ∈ W } ∈
x∈S
2k
2k
where x is picked uniformly at random from S.
Intuitively speaking, Corollary 12 states that an ε-biased set also “fools” conjunctions of
parities.

3.4

Expanders

Proofs of the following well-known facts may be found in the monograph of Hoory, Linial
and Wigderson [13].
Given an undirected ∆-regular multigraph G, we denote by A(G) its adjacency matrix
and Ã(G) = (1/∆)A(G) its normalized adjacency matrix. Then, we have the following.
The all-1s vector v ∈ Rn is an eigenvector of Ã(G) with eigenvalue 1.
G is connected if and only if v is the only such eigenvector (up to scalar multiplication).
I Definition 13 (Expanders [13]). An undirected multigraph G is an (N, ∆, λ) expander if it
is a ∆-regular connected graph on N vertices (which we will identify with [N ]), and all the
eigenvalues (counted with multiplicity) of Ã(G) other than 1 are bounded by λ in absolute
value.
Let (Gn )n≥1 be a sequence of expander graphs with Gn being an (f (n), ∆, λ)-expander
for some increasing function f : N → N and constants ∆ and λ. We say that (Gn )n≥1 is
explicit if there is a deterministic algorithm that, when given as input n, produces the graph
Gn in time poly(n, f (n)).
We use Reingold, Vadhan and Wigderson’s [22] explicit construction for an expander
graph.
I Theorem 14 ([22]). For every fixed λ > 0 there exists a constant ∆ > 0 and an explicit
sequence of expander graphs (Gn )n≥1 , where Gn is a (2n , ∆, λ) expander graph, for some
large enough constant ∆. Further, we can assume that ∆ is a power of 2.
We will need the following expander-based Chernoff bound due to Gillman [10]. The
version below is due to Healy [12].
I Theorem 15 ([10, 12]). Let G be an (N, D, λ)-graph and let S ⊆ [N ] be a subset of the
vertices of G such that |S| = βN. Consider the natural `-step random walk on G defined by
choosing a uniformly random vertex u1 ∈ [N ] and repeatedly choosing random neighbours
` − 1 times to obtain a (random) sequence (u1 , . . . , u` ) of vertices of G. Let XS denote the
number of i ∈ [`] such that ui ∈ S. For any fixed ρ ∈ (0, 1), we have


1
Pr [|XS − β`| ≥ ρ`] ≤ 2 exp − ρ2 (1 − λ)` .
u1 ,...,u`
4

4

The #SAT algorithm

In this section we prove Theorem 1. We start with a deterministic algorithmic version of a
lemma of Razborov [21] regarding approximating AC0 [⊕] circuits by low-degree polynomials.
Using this version, we then state formally the #SAT algorithm and analyze it.
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4.1

Derandomized construction of probabilistic polynomials for AC0 [⊕]

The following lemma is an algorithmic version of a result of Razborov [21] (see also KoppartySrinivasan [15] for the dependence on ε). It can be viewed as a derandomization of a
randomized algorithm due to Williams [27].
I Lemma 16. For any ε > 0, an AC0 [⊕] circuit C over n variables of depth d and
size at most s has an ε-error probabilistic polynomial P from F2 [x1 , . . . , xn ] of degree at
most D = (O(log s)d−1 · log(1/ε)). Moreover P = Maj(P1 , . . . , P` ), where P1 , . . . , P` are
probabilistic polynomials of degree D1 = O(log s)d−1 and ` = O(log(1/ε)).
Moreover, there is a deterministic procedure S, which when given as input the circuit C,
the parameter ε, and a uniformly random Boolean string σ of length r = O(log(s/ε)), produces
a random sample of the polynomials
P1 , . . . , P` as sums of monomials. The procedure S

n
runs in time poly `, s, ≤D1 .
Before we go into the proof of Lemma 16, we prove a weaker version that will be useful
in the proof of Lemma 16. This result is a higher-depth analogue of a result of Chan and
Williams [6] which itself may be viewed as a derandomization of the construction of Razborov
[21] for depth-1 circuits.
I Lemma 17. For every AC0 [⊕] circuit C over n variables of depth d and size s, there exists
a probabilistic polynomial P0 with error at most 14 with degree at most D1 = O(log s)d−1 .
Further, there is a deterministic algorithm S1 that produces a random sample of P0 as a sum
of monomials
given as input s, C and O(log s) random bits. The algorithm S1 runs in time


n
poly s, ≤D1 .
Proof. Let C be the circuit input to the sampling algorithm. Let m = s log(40s), ε = 1/(20s)
and S ⊆ {0, 1}m be an ε-biased set of size poly(s) given by Theorem 9. Fix an input
a ∈ {0, 1}n .
Fix some enumeration g1 , . . . , gs of all the gates of C. Let h ∈ {g1 , . . . , gs } be the output
gate of C and let C1 , . . . , Cr (r ≤ s) be the depth-(d − 1) sub-circuits of C feeding into h.
First we construct a probabilistic polynomial of degree O(log s) for each gate g 6= h in the
circuit, following which we construct a constant degree probabilistic polynomial for the gate
h. Composing these polynomials together gives the probabilistic polynomial for the circuit
C of degree O(log s)d−1 .
Fix any gate g 6= h in C. If g is a NOT gate or a ⊕ gate, we can easily get a polynomial
Pg of degree 1 which always agrees with the function computed by g and needs no random
bits. Therefore, let g be an OR gate in C (a dual construction works for AND gates).
Let gi1 , . . . , gik be the gates that are inputs to g and vg ∈ {0, 1}s such that vg [i] = 1 iff
i ∈ {i1 , . . . , ik } and gi = 1 (on the fixed input a). Observe that g outputs 1 iff vg is not the
zero vector.
Let t = log(40s). Construct the vectors u1 , . . . , ut ∈ {0, 1}m , such that for each up ,
1 ≤ p ≤ t, we divide up into t blocks, such that the pth block contains vg and all the other
bits of up are set to 0. The dimension of the vector space V ⊆ Fm
2 spanned by {u1 , . . . , ut }
is equal to t if vg is a non-zero vector. Let y ∈ S be picked uniformly at random from
S. We split y into t blocks y1 , . . . , yt of size s each. W.l.o.g. consider the vector u1 . The
inner product hu1 , yi which is exactly equal to the inner product hvg , y1 i, can be calculated
by hardwiring into a MOD2 gate all the input gates of g for which the corresponding bit
in y equals 1. In other words, the inner product hu1 , yi is represented by the polynomial
P
q1 = j∈{i1 ,...,ik } gj · (y1 )j in the inputs gi1 , . . . , gik . Repeating this construction for all t
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vectors u1 , . . . , ut , we get polynomials q1y , . . . , qty . Finally, we compute the disjunction of
Qt
these t terms using the polynomial Pgy = 1 − p=1 (1 − qpy ), which is of degree t = O (log s)
in the input variables of g.
We now analyze the behaviour of Pgy on a fixed input to the gate g. If the gate g outputs
0, then for any y ∈ S, we get hup , yi = 0 for every 1 ≤ p ≤ t. In particular, Pgy outputs 0
with probability 1. On the other hand, if g outputs 1, we see that Pgy errs on this input iff
for each 1 ≤ p ≤ t, qpy = 0. Let V⊥ be the orthogonal complement to V = span({u1 , . . . , ut }).
Note that the codimension of the vector space V⊥ is t. We now use Corollary 12 to see that,
if g outputs 1, a uniformly random element y from S belongs to V⊥ , or in other words, yields
hup , yi = 0 for every 1 ≤ p ≤ t, with probability at most 21t + ε. Thus, Pgy disagrees with
1
1
3
the output of g on any fixed input with probability at most 21t + ε = 40s
+ 20s
= 40s
.
We pick a single y uniformly at random from S and then use it (for each OR and
AND gate) to get the probabilistic polynomial Pgy for each gate g 6= h in C. For each
j ∈ [r], composing the polynomials representing the gates in Cj , we obtain a probabilistic
polynomial Qj of degree at most O(log s)d−1 . Following this, we use the first t1 = 3 blocks
of y in a similar fashion to get a probabilistic polynomial Ph of degree O(1) for the function
computed by the output gate h with error at most 21t1 + ε. Now, for any input a ∈ {0, 1}n ,
P0 = Ph (Q1 , . . . , Qr ) satisfies
Pr0 [C(a) 6= P0 (a)] ≤
P

Pr

Q1 ,...,Qr

[∃j ∈ [r] : Cj (a) 6= Qj (a)]

+ Pr[h(C1 (a), . . . , Cr (a)) 6= Ph (C1 (a), . . . , Cr (a))]
Ph

1
3
+
+ε
≤s·
40s 2t1
3
1
1
1
≤
+ +
≤
40 8 20s
4
where the second inequality uses a union bound over the (at most s) gates g in C.
This gives us a probabilistic polynomial P0 of degree O(log s)d−1 for the circuit C, with
error at most 14 and we need O(log |S|) = O(log s) random bits to get this sample. This
polynomial is multilinear and by expanding the monomials at each step we can ensure
multilinearity of the intermediate polynomials.
Using
Fact 3 we see that the running time of


n
the sampling algorithm is given by poly s, ≤D1 .
J
Proof of Lemma 16. Let k = O(log s) be the number of random bits needed by the algorithm
S1 from Lemma 17. Consider an explicit (2k , ∆, λ) expander graph G on V = {0, 1}k given
by Theorem 14, where ∆ is a large enough constant given by the construction and λ = 12 .
The graph G can be constructed in time poly(2k ) = poly(s).

Let ` = 200 log 2ε . We define the algorithm S to be the following deterministic procedure
which takes as input the circuit C, the parameter ε and a random string σ of length
r = k + (` − 1) · log ∆ and produces a random sample of the probabilistic polynomials
P1 , . . . , P` , where each of the Pi is an instantation of the probabilistic polynomial constructed
in Lemma 17.
1. Perform a length ` random walk in G using the bits of σ to obtain u1 , . . . , u` ∈ V = {0, 1}k .
I.e. first choose u1 uniformly at random from V and for each i ∈ {2, . . . , `}, let ui be a
random neighbour of ui−1 in the graph G.
2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ `, use ui as the input string of random bits to algorithm S1 from Lemma
17 to obtain a random sample Pi of the 1/4-error probabilistic polynomial P0 for C.
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The number of random bits used by S to obtain a random sample of P1 , . . . , P` is
1
r = O(k + 
`) = O(log
 s + log ε ) = O (log(s/ε)). At each step of the random walk we

n
spend poly s, ≤D
time to get a sample and thus, the overall running time of S is
1



n
poly `, s, ≤D
.
1
Now, define the probabilistic polynomial P = Maj(P1 , . . . , P` ). Since, the majority of `
bits is a polynomial of degree at most `, the degree of P is O(log s)d−1 · log(1/ε).
To show that P is a probabilistic polynomial with error ε for the circuit C, fix an input
a ∈ {0, 1}n . For any u ∈ V , let P u be the polynomial sampled by the algorithm S1 when
given u as input. Let B be the set of vertices u ∈ V such that P u (a) 6= C(a). Note that as
S1 samples a 1/4-error probabilistic polynomial for C, we must have |B| ≤ |V |/4. Now, we
have P(a) 6= C(a) iff a majority of the vertices on the random walk sampled by S belong to
B. Using Theorem 15 we show that this event happens with a probability at most ε.
Let XB be the random variable which denotes the number of i ∈ [`] such that i ∈ B.
|B|
1
1
1
Using Theorem 15 with the settings β = |V
| ≤ 4 , λ = 2 , ρ = 4 and ` = 200 log(2/ε), we see
that

 

2
1
2
Pr
XB − `/4 > `/4 ≤ 2 exp − ρ2 (1 − λ) · 200 log
< 2 · 2− log( ε ) < ε J
u1 ,...,u`
4
ε

4.2

The algorithm and its analysis

We begin by describing the #SAT algorithm A.

Algorithm A.
The algorithm A has the following desired input-output behaviour.
Input: An AC0 [⊕] circuit C over n variables of size at most s and depth at most d. Recall
1/d
that s ≤ 2(ε0 n)
for some absolute constant ε0 > 0 (to be chosen below). We assume
s ≥ n.
Desired Output: The number of satisfying assignments of C.
Notation. Let m = γn/(log s)d−1 for a suitable absolute constant γ > 0 that will be fixed
below. Let ε = 1/210m . For s and ε as defined above, choose r = O(log(s/ε)) suitably so
that the sampling algorithm S from Lemma 16 works as stated.
For each σ ∈ {0, 1}r , let (P1σ , . . . , P`σ ) be the output of the algorithm S on string σ (note
that the probabilistic polynomials (P1 , . . . , P` ) from Lemma 16 are exactly the polynomials
(P1σ , . . . , P`σ ) for a uniformly random σ and hence P = Maj(P1σ , . . . , P`σ )).
For fixed σ ∈ {0, 1}r and c ∈ {0, 1}m , let Piσ,c ∈ F2 [x1 , . . . , xn−m ] be defined by Piσ,c =
Piσ (x1 , . . . , xn−m , c1 , . . . , cm ) (i.e. the last m variables of Piσ are fixed to bits of c). Let
P σ,c = Maj(P1σ,c , . . . , P`σ,c ).
L
For S ⊆ [`], let PSσ,c = i∈S Piσ,c . Let Qσ,c
S be the polynomial with integer coefficients
obtained by treating the F2 -coefficients of PSσ,c as integers. Note that for each b ∈ {0, 1}n−m ,
PSσ,c (b) ≡ Qσ,c
S (b) (mod 2).
1. Using the algorithm C from Fact 5, compute6 integers kS ∈ {2−(`+1) , . . . , 2(`+1) } for each
P
L
1
S ⊆ [`] such that Maj(z1 , . . . , z` ) = 2`+1
S⊆[`] kS
i∈S zi .
6

There is actually an explicit description of the integers kS (see, e.g., O’Donnell [19]) using which each kS
can each be computed in time poly(`) as opposed to the 2O(`) time taken by the algorithm C. However,
the algorithm we give here doesn’t need this and works for any Boolean function in place of Maj.
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2. For each c ∈ {0, 1}m , σ ∈ {0, 1}r and S ⊆ [`], construct (as a sum of monomials) the
polynomial Qσ,c
S (x1 , . . . , xn−m ) using the algorithm S from Lemma 16.
3. Construct as a sum of monomials (Fact 3) the multilinear polynomial R ∈ Z[x1 , . . . , xn−m ]
defined by
X
X X
R(x1 , . . . , xn−m ) =
kS · Ft (Qσ,c
S (x1 , . . . , xn−m ))
c∈{0,1}m σ∈{0,1}r S⊆[`]

where Ft is the modulus amplifying polynomial given by Lemma 6 and t = A log(s/ε) for
a large absolute constant A > 0 chosen below.
4. Evaluate R(b) for each b ∈ {0, 1}n−m using the algorithm FPE from Lemma 7.
P
5. Let Rt (b) = R(b) (mod 2t ) ∈ {0, . . . , 2t − 1}. Output b∈{0,1}n−m [Rt (b)/2`+1+r ] where
[x] denotes the integer closest to x (if x is a half-integer, [x] is defined arbitrarily).
Theorem 1 follows directly from Lemmas 18 and 19 below.
I Lemma 18 (Running time). For any constant A > 0, there exist constants γ > 0 and
ε0 > 0 such that the algorithm A, on an input circuit C of depth at most d and size at most
1/d
s ≤ 2(ε0 n) , has running time poly(s) · 2n/10 + poly(n) · 2n−m .
Proof. We analyse the running time of A by looking at the running times for each of its
individual steps. From Fact 5, we see that Step 1 of the algorithm takes 2O(`) running
time. Since ` = O(log(1/ε)) = O(m) = O(n/(log s)d−1 ) = o(n), this step takes at most
2o(n) < 2n/10 time to run.


n
For Step 2, we see that the running time is 2`+m+r · poly `, s, ≤D
, as we construct
1

n
`+m+r
2
many polynomials using the algorithm S, each of which takes poly(`, s, ≤D
) time to
1
`+m+r
construct,
as seen in Lemma 16. For the parameters we pick, we see that 2
= 2o(n) and

n
D1
O(log s)d−1
O(n(d−1)/d log n)
n/10
=n
=2
. Thus, Step 2 takes at most 2
· poly(n, s)
≤D1 ≤ n
time.


n
Step 3 takes time 2`+m+r · poly `, ≤2tD
, as the modulus amplifying polynomial Ft
1
blows the degree of the polynomial up by a factor of (2t − 1) and the number
of monomials
in


n
the multilinear expansion of the polynomial R(x1 , . . . , xn−m ) is poly `, ≤2tD1 . To upper
bound this running time, let c0 > 0 be a constant such that the degree parameter D1 from
Lemma 16 is at most c0 · (log s)d−1 . Then the degree of the polynomial R is at most
2tD1 ≤ 2t · c0 (log s)d−1
= 2A log(s/ε) · c0 (log s)d−1
= 2Ac0 (log s)d + 20Amc0 (log s)d−1
= 2Ac0 (log s)d + 20Aγc0 n
where we have used log(1/ε) = 10m and m = γn/(log s)d−1 .

1
1
Fix the constants ε0 = 400Ac
and γ = 4000Ac
0
0 . This ensures that the 2tD1 ≤ 0.01n.

2tD1

0.01n
n
ne
ne
From this we see that, ≤2tD1 is at most 2tD1
< 20.09n and we see
≤ 0.01n
that step 3 takes at most 2n/10 time.
Note that each kS computed in Step 1 is an (`+1)-bit integer and hence, the bit complexity
of the coefficients of R is at most O(` + m + r) ≤ n. From Lemma 7, we see that Step 4 takes
2n−m poly(n) time and Step 5 runs in the same time trivially. Thus, the algorithm A takes
a total of poly(n, s) · 2n/10 + poly(n) · (2n−m ) to run.
J
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I Lemma 19 (Correctness). Assume that A > 0 is chosen large enough so that t > m + r +
` + 10. Then the algorithm A above outputs the number of satisfying assignments of C.
Proof. We need to show that the algorithm A computes correctly the number of satisfying
assignments of C. To this end, define the function C 0 on n − m input bits by
X
C 0 (x1 , . . . , xn−m ) =
C(x1 , . . . , xn−m , c1 , . . . , cm )
c∈{0,1}m

where the sum is over Z. It suffices to show that, for every b ∈ {0, 1}n−m , [Rt (b)/2`+1+r ] is
a correct estimate of C 0 (b) since this implies that the number of satisfying assignments of C,
P
which is equal to b∈{0,1}n−m C 0 (b), is computed correctly.
From the definition of Rt (b), we see that for any b ∈ {0, 1}n−m
Rt (b) = R(b) (mod 2t )

X
X
=


X


kS · Ft (Qσ,c
S (b))

(mod 2t )

kS · Ft (Qσ,c
S (b))



(mod 2t ) 

c∈{0,1}m σ∈{0,1}r S⊆[`]


=

X

X

X

(mod 2t )

c∈{0,1}m σ∈{0,1}r S⊆[`]

For every σ ∈ {0, 1}r , c ∈ {0, 1}m , S ⊆ [`] and b ∈ {0, 1}n−m , we use the property of the
t
modulus amplifying polynomial Ft from Lemma 6, to observe that Ft (Qσ,c
S (b)) (mod 2 ) =
σ,c
σ,c
PS (b) = ⊕i∈S Pi (b). This observation, along with Step 1 of the algorithm A implies that
P
`+1
t
Maj(P1σ,c (b), . . . , P`σ,c (b)) =
the sum S⊆[`] kS · (Ft (Qσ,c
S (b)) (mod 2 )) is the same as 2
`+1 σ,c
2 P (b). In other words,


X
X
X
X
Rt (b) = 2`+1
P σ,c (b) (mod 2t ) = 2`+1
P σ,c (b)
c∈{0,1}m σ∈{0,1}r

c∈{0,1}m σ∈{0,1}r

where the last equality follows from the fact that t > m + ` + r + 10.
Now, for every b ∈ {0, 1}n−m and c ∈ {0, 1}m , we have
(
X
≥ 2r (1 − ε) if C(b, c) = 1
σ,c
P (b)
≤ 2r ε
if C(b, c) = 0
σ∈{0,1}r
P
where ε = 2−10m . Since C 0 (b) = c∈{0,1}m C(b, c), we now have that for every b ∈ {0, 1}n−m ,
Rt (b) ≥ 2`+1 · 2r (1 − ε)C 0 (b), and
Rt (b) ≤ 2`+1 · (2r (1 − ε)C 0 (b) + ε(2m − C 0 (b)) · 2r )
≤ 2`+1 · (2r (1 − ε)C 0 (b) + ε2m · 2r ) .
In particular, since ε = 2−10m , for every b ∈ {0, 1}n−m , we see that the estimate returned by
the algorithm, which is [Rt (b)/2`+1+r ], is equal to C 0 (b).
J

4.3

A Consequence for Lower Bounds

Our #SAT algorithm can be used to obtain improved lower bounds against AC0 [⊕] circuits
(and more generally, against AC0 [p] circuits for prime p), using Williams’ connection between
algorithms and lower bounds. These lower bounds are, however, not very explicit - they hold
for a language in ENP .
We first remind the reader of the best explicit lower bounds that are known against
AC0 [⊕] circuits.
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I Theorem 20. [21, 23] For each positive integer d, there is a language computable in
1/2(d−1)
)
polynomial time that requires depth-d AC0 [⊕] circuits of size 2Ω(n
.
In fact, there is a fixed explicit language in polynomial time, namely Majority, for which
the lower bounds of Theorem 20 hold for all d.
In terms of parameters, the bound in Theorem 20 is weaker than the best known bound
for AC0 circuits as a function of d. Parity is known to require depth-d circuits of size
1/(d−1)
)
2Ω(n
. The exponent in the bound of Theorem 20 is quadratically smaller. It has been
a longstanding open problem to improve the bound in Theorem 20 to match the known
bounds for constant-depth circuits without prime modulus circuits. Using the algorithmic
method of Williams and its refinements, we are able to use our #SAT algorithm to make
progress on this problem.
The following lemma can be shown using the proof technique of Theorem 1.5 in [4].
I Lemma 21. [26, 4] Let s be a size function and d a positive integer such that satisfiability
can be solved deterministically in time 2n /nω(1) on AC0 [⊕]-circuits of size O(s(n)) and depth
at most d on n variables. Then there is a language in ENP which does not have AC0 [⊕]
circuits of depth d − 1 and size o(s(n)).
We now apply the lemma to get better lower bounds than Theorem 20 in terms of size
against AC0 [⊕] circuits when the depth is at least 3. A similar lower bound against AC0 [p]
circuits can be shown for prime p using the analogue of Theorem 1 for AC0 [p] circuits. The
following result is simply a re-statement of Theorem 2.
I Theorem 22. For any positive integer d, there is a language in ENP which does not have
1/(d+1)
)
AC0 [⊕] circuits of depth d and size 2o(n
.
Proof. Pick ε < ε0 , where ε0 is the constant in Theorem 1. By Theorem 1, for any size
1/(d+1)
s ≤ 2(εn)
, there is a deterministic algorithm solving satisfiability of AC0 [⊕] circuits of
size at most s and depth at most d + 1 in time 2n /nω(1) . Now using Lemma 21, we have that
there is a language in ENP which does not have AC0 [⊕] circuits of depth d and size o(s(n)),
which establishes our claim.
J
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